No. CU-18/NFTE/AP/Diaries 2018/2017/2

Dated 14-11-2017

To
Sri K.Dmodara Rao, ITS.,
Chief General Manager Telecom
BSANL,AP Circle,Vijayawada
Respected Sir,
Sub:- Supply of diaries to the non executives – distribution of SSAs to the
both recognised unions equally as per CO,ND orders- Requested
Ref :- This union Lr.No.CU-18/NFTE/AP/Diaries 2018/2017dated 31-10-2017
****
In continuation of this union letter cited above, we once again bring to your kind
notice that diaries are being supplied to the non executives every year. Diaries are supplied to
the SSAs by the both recognised unions. In this connection we request the circle management
to keep the following points in view.
1. Distribution of SSAs to the both unions should be equal, as both unions are at par by all
means as per the CO,ND orders No. BSNL/5-2/SR/2012 dated 26-12-2012 vide para No.
IV (6).
2. There should not be any discrimination between executives and non executives. In case
of distribution of SSAs to the both unions the pattern in which followed in case of
executives, the same may be extended to the non executives also.
3. If the circle management faces any problem in distribution SSAs to the both union, the
amount of diary may be paid to the employees directly through salaries.
There is no any guide lines for distribution of SSAs to the both unions, only available
guide line is both unions are at par. In this regard we mention that vide CO,HD
Lr.NO.TA/Genl/3-13/Diaries/KW/13-15/57, dated 19-12-2015 ensured our union that strict
guidelines will be obtained from corporate office for pattern of distribution of diaries to the
respective unions. After great protest from our union, so many meetings with the top
management including the CGMT, Ap this conclusion has been arrived and written
commitment had been given to our union.
Hope necessary steps will be taken by the circle management for smooth settlement of
the issue.
Thanking you, Sir
Yours Sincerely
(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao)
Circle SecretaryCopy to
the GS,NFTE,CHQ,ND.

